Quantum Resonance price list (2020)
Crystal Bed
Item

Description

Price

QRCB 24
QRCB 30
QRCB 33
QRCB 48
QRCB TOP

crystal bed complete with (7) 24 sided vogel (START HERE)
crystal bed complete with (7) 30 sided vogel (crystal swap)
crystal bed complete with (7) 33 sided vogel (crystal swap)
crystal bed complete with (8) 48 sided vogel (crystal swap)
Crystal Bed w/ (8) 48 sided, Ereada PEMF, table

$10,950.00
$12,750.00
$14,500.00
$15,950.00
$17,140.00

QRCB Ceiling

Ceiling mount system (coming late 2020)

$18,950.00

longshell

hardshell case for tripod and lightbar (frequent travel upgrade)
system comes with 1 hardshell for control box and crystals not
for lightbar/tripod
minus massage table (use your own table)

QRCB no bed

Add $

Sub $

$400.00

-$350.00

Additional Crystals
13 vogel
24 DT vogel
24 ob vogel
24 ob single
12 rose vogel
12 rose single
12 lapis
12 lapis single

(7) 13 sided vogel crystals
(7) 24 sided double terminate vogel
(7) 24 sided obsidian vogel
(1) 24 sided obsidian crystal (draws energy out)
(7) 12 sided rose quartz vogel (great for opening heart chakra)
(1) 12 sided rose quartz
(7) 12 sided Lapis Lazu vogel (third eye and throat)
(1) 12 sided Lapis Lazu

$2,000.00
$350.00
$350.00
$50.00
$630.00
$90.00
$980.00
$140.00

Crystal Lites
Item
Base
Wall

Description
crystal lites system + FS lights, (7) crystals, no travel cases
wall mount addon (uses parts of tripod)

Price

Add $

$3,950.00
$400.00

Options + Additional Crystals
hard crystals
soft bag
Longshell
eye pillow
13 vogel
24 DT vogel
24 ob vogel
24 ob single
12 rose vogel

hardshell case to protect crystals
softshell travel bag for tripod and lightbar
hardshell case for everything in crystal lites (crystals too)
lavender eye pillow
(7) 13 sided vogel crystals
(7) 24 sided double terminate vogel
(7) 24 sided obsidian vogel
(1) 24 sided obsidian crystal (draws energy out)
(7) 12 sided rose quartz vogel (great for opening heart chakra)

$40.00
$45.00
$400.00
$20.00
$2,000.00
$350.00
$350.00
$50.00
$630.00

Sub $

12 rose single
12 lapis
12 lapis single

(1) 12 sided rose quartz
(7) 12 sided Lapis Lazu vogel (third eye and throat)
(1) 12 sided Lapis Lazu

$90.00
$980.00
$140.00

Dream Sound
item
dream sound
table

description
dream sound vibroacoustic system
comes with all music, player, cables, headphones
Master Massage Montour table (transducers will be mounted)

price

add on $ sub $

$2,950.00
$350.00

Ereada heated mats
Erada mat
Erada gemstone
Erada Pillow

Add on items (all systems)
73"x30" professional amythest heat mat with PEMF
73"x30" professional amythest with gemstone NO pemf
memory foam pillow with top portion filled with crystals

$1,190.00
$1,050.00
$175.00

